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ABSTRACT 

Many environmental factors, based on dynamic or thermodynamic components, have been defined to 

interpret tropical cyclone (TC) behavior during its formation, intensification and dissipation stages. Hence 

one of the considered aspects in TC research studies is to identify the contribution of these basic or 

complex factors.  

In the current manuscript, moist entropy has been calculated for TC Haiyan, as one of the strongest TC 

formed over large bodies of relatively warm water of Western North Pacific Ocean. Entropy values at 

three various domains have been computed and averaged. The selected domain areas have been chosen to 

involve inner core, rainband and eyewall structure and environment of TCH, respectively. For this aim 

data produced by (1) National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Global Forecast System 

(GFS) and Japan Meteorology Agency (JMA) have been used. The obtained results indicate that entropy 

variations at the mean  surface level pressure not only in the range of mesoscale-alpha and -beta, but also 

in the large scale range affect TC strengthening and weakening processes. So environmental moist 

entropy, computed using global data, can be used as a predicator during TC life time. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The environmental factors controlling both tropical cyclogenesis and tropical cyclone (TC) 

intensity, contribute to the challenge of TC prediction. Among these environmental factors, 

reversible moist entropy as a thermodynamical variable, conserved during moist adiabatic 

processes, has been highly focused. For example Emanuel (1994) used entropy to derive a set of 

Maxwell relations (used in moist adiabatic lapse rate) to define an analytical theory for the 

maximum possible intensity of tropical cyclones. Also variation of entropy in the environment of 

a tropical disturbance (TD) thorough vertical wind shear can halt TD from intensification to TC 

stage (Simpson and Riehl 1958). In addition outward eddy fluxes of entropy erode TC from the 

top down (Frank and Ritchie 2001) and infiltration of low-entropy air at midlevels can decrease 

the efficiency of TC heat engine (Cram et al., 2007; Marin et al., 2009). It is worthwhile to note 

that after flushing low-entropy air into the boundary layer, thorough convective downdrafts (due 

to evaporative cooling) the low-entropy air is then advected inward TC by the radial inflow 

(Riemer et al. 2010; Riemer and Montgomery 2011). It can be concluded that the entropy 

variations directly and indirectly affect TC from the beginning stage of its life to the dissipation 

processes. In the current work, evaluation of the moist entropy role as a predicator has been 

considered based on its multi-scale analysis during intensification and weakening periods for a 

selected TC.    
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METHODOLOGY  

In the present manuscript the moist entropy parameter has been calculated based on the relation 

defined by Emanuel (1994) and modified by Lopez and Raymond (2005), also without ice 

contribution as:  
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The constants of 1005pdc  J/kg/K , 428lc   J/kg/K  and 
62.55 10voL    J/kg are the specific 

heat for dry air at constant pressure, specific heat for liquid water and latent heat, respectively. 

The gas constants for water vapor and dry air have been included as  461.51vR  J/kg/K 

and dR 287.05 J/kg/K, respectively. Constants of 273.15RT  K and 1000Rp  hPa denote 

freezing point of water and reference pressure, correspondingly. Also the variables of T , dp , 

H and vr show temperature, partial pressure, humidity and water vapor mixing ratio, in that 

order.  

According to the purpose of the current paper as the investigation of entropy role during a TC 

life time in various scales, three square domain areas have been defined. The first one includes 

TCH inner core (with 2 2o o  study area), the second one is expanded to involve rainband and 

eyewall structure (with 4 4o o  study area) and the last one is defined to be a represent of the 

large scale environment (with10 10o o  study area). All domain areas have been centered by TCH 

eye. 
 

DATA 

In this work two datasets produced by National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) 

Global Forecast System (GFS, with the horizontal resolution of 0.5 0.5o o and four times a day) 

and Japan Meteorology Agency (JMA) have been used. The first dataset include meteorological 

parameters, while the second one contains TC track properties (including TC location), and also 

maximum wind speed and minimum pressure at each time step. The selected TC was tropical 

cyclone Haiyan occurred on 3-11 November 2013 over the Western North Pacific Ocean and 

disturbed the southeast portion of Asia especially Philippine country. TCH intensified into the 

category-5 and experienced 895 hPa pressure decrease.   
 
  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION    

The moist entropy values during TCH, calculated using meteorological variables from gridded 

data, have been averaged over three different square domains. Results of the averaged entropy 

values over 2 2o o , 4 4o o  and 10 10o o  domain areas, all centered by the eye of TCH, have 

been depicted in Figures 1, 2 and 3, respectively. As Figure 1 shows that the maximum value of 

saturated moist entropy at MSLP averaged over the 2 2o o  domain area exceeds 310 J/kg/K at 

the peak time of TCH activity. 
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Figure 1 Time series of saturated entropy values at MSLP, averaged over the 2

o
×2

o
 square domain area representing 

entropy variation in the eye of TCH. 

 

Increasing trend of saturated moist entropy values at MSLP averaged over the 4 4o o  domain 

area stooped at the maximum value of 280 J/kg/K at the beginning of 7 November (Figure 2), 

approximately 18 hours earlier than the time of maxima occurrence over the 2 2o o domain area. 

The magnitude of the entropy values during TCH can be clarified comparing with corresponding 

values during the other strong hurricanes for example values of 260s   J/kg/K for hurricane 

Emily (2005), calculated by Marin et al., (2009).  

 

 
 

Figure 2 Time series of saturated entropy values at MSLP, averaged over the 4
o
×4

o
  square domain area 

representing entropy variation in the eyewall and rainband of TCH. 

 

Over the 10 10o o domain area, the maximum value of 265  J/kg/K has been gained for saturated moist 

entropy on 6 November (Figure 3).  
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Figure 3 Time series of saturated entropy values at MSLP, averaged over the 10

o
×10

o
 square domain area 

representing entropy variation in the environment around TCH.  
CONCLUSION(S) 

In the current research, saturated moist entropy parameter has been calculated at the MSLP 

during TCH and averaged over three square domain areas with different size, using two datasets 

produced by GFS-NCEP and JMA. Values of the saturated moist entropy in the all domains 

show an acceleration and deceleration, as it was expected. Multi-scale analysis of the averaged 

values of saturated moist entropy, over three domain areas with different size around TCH 

center, reveals that the maximum value over macro-alph scale domain (10 10o o ) occurred 24 h 

earlier than that over the mesoscale-alpha domain ( 4 4o o ) and 42 h earlier than that over the 

mesoscale-beta domain ( 2 2o o ). This emphasizes that based on entropy parameter the synoptic 

scale system has supportive role on the selected TC prior than those from the smaller scales. 

Hopefully this finding would be extended for the other intensive TCs formed over the other 

basins to define a large scale time-dependent predicator for TC intensity. 
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